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Notes 
1) Danger #1 — Missing the Messiah (12:35-37) 

2) Danger #2 — Prioritizing Appearances (12:38-40) 

3) Danger #3 — Overlooking True Devotion (12:41-44) 
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Weekday Application Questions 

a) EQUIP — Matthew 23 is an entire chapter covering what Mark 

summarizes in three verses (Mark 12:38-40). Read Matthew 23. 

What do you learn from Matthew’s detailed account of this 

event? 

b) ENGAGE — How would you respond to someone who said 

that Jesus never claimed to be God? How could you use Mark 

12:35-37 as evidence that Jesus did claim to be God? 

c) EXALT — In the final two accounts of Mark 12, Jesus contrasts 

two different kinds of piety. One kind is seen in 12:38–40, and 

the other is seen in 12:41–44. What is the difference between 

the two? What is Jesus teaching His disciples through these 

contrasting examples? 

d) Here is your “One Thing” for this week: What are some ways 

we can wrongly prioritize the appearance of our “devotion” in a 

culture like Dallas, TX? On the other hand, what does pure 

devotion to Jesus look like in your life? 
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